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Committee Chairs

Park West Camera Club
The Park West Camera Club is an independent not-forprofit corporation. Guests are always welcome at meetings and activities.
The Park West Camera Club newsletter, Photo Notes, is
published every month by and for the members of the
Park West Camera Club. Subscriptions are included
with Club membership. Yearly subscriptions are available to non-members by e-mail at no charge. Printed
issues are available at PWCC meetings.
Submissions of full-length articles or smaller items of
photographic or general interest are always accepted.
The staff of Photo Notes reserves the right to edit any
submissions which are published.
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President’s Letter

pushing various “spam” prod- computers or laptops with
ucts and they were being
other user names and other
I was hacked!
routed via Yahoo. I had tried to passwords. I am now using
log in but was having prob<ezlphotography@aol.com> as
Last week at Park West’s third lems with my password. I had my e-mail address. This acbusiness meeting, Bill Apple
wanted to mention Sid Georcount has a very long passgave a short presentation about giou’s passing but couldn’t ac- word, one that is uncrackable, I
the evils of the Internet, especess the page. Later that morn- hope, that is a combination of
cially use of social media web- ing, I received about a dozen e- letters, numerals, math signs,
sites such as Facebook, Yahoo
mails from Yahoo about all
and other secret stuff.
Groups, Flickr, and others our these e-mails (several hundred
In the end, my encounter
members currently use or will in all) that were being “rewith a hacked e-mail address
in the future. In addition, the
turned” because they were un- was less onerous than being
Club should consider consoli- deliverable. I realized I was
Club president!
dating our e-mails through
hacked and my e-mail was the
BTW, with the Nominating
<www.parkwestcameraclub.org> bearer of bad news. I also reCommittee suggesting candiAfter all, Edward Snowden, ceived e-mails and phone calls dates for the Executive Board,
the computer geek and whisfrom friends telling me about
we could also use some help
tleblower, had revealed the in- the errant spam messages.
for the Gallery and House
ner workings of the NSA and
None of my important acCommittees!
the software they use to moni- counts were compromised betor traffic of our phones and
cause they are on different
computers—friends and foes
alike! It’s bad enough the
Photo Notes
hackers are going after our soPublisher:!
Ed Lee
cial security numbers, credit
Editor:!
Chuck Pine
cards, and bank accounts. Most
Committee:! Bill Apple, Elsa Blum, Madeleine Barbara,
of the members, myself in! Ann Broder, Ruth Formanek, Gladys Hopkowitz, ! !
cluded, yawned at Bill’s pre! Hedy Klein, Paul Perkus, Helen Pine, and Judy
posterous ideas and rants. Af! Rosenblatt
ter some discussion by Bob
Wine and some of the more
Contributors:! Bill Apple, Gerda Artes, Lee Backer, !
!
technically knowledgeable, we
! Sarah Davis, Ruth Formanek, Paul Grebanier,
even took a straw poll to gauge
! George Hansen, Ed Lee, Elena Pierpont, Chuck Pine, !
interest in this problem. Our
! Judy Rosenblatt, Rita Russo, Marlene Schonbrun, ! !
conclusion: e-mail, all e-mail, is
! and Bob Wine
vulnerable and “in the open.”
Photo Notes is produced on a MacBook Pro
We did not need to make a mousing iWork Pages and Adobe Photoshop.
tion and vote.
All uncredited images are royalty-free clip art or otherWell, it happened! Early
wise believed to be in the public domain.
Wednesday morning Jerry
Harawitz called and gave me a
Credited images remain the sole property of their
heads up that he had received
copyright holders—all rights reserved.
a number of emails from me

Ed
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Clip Art Saga
by Chuck Pine

An error was made at the
March business meeting—actually, several were made but
one was a real doozy!
The error I am talking
about was declaring the motion to allow clip art to be used
in our competitions to have
passed. It did not!
To begin with, the Club’s
rules for the competitions are
part of our By-Laws. Therefore,
any changes to these rules
must involve an amendment to
the By-Laws. This requires a
certain procedure which includes making a motion (this
was done properly), discussing
the motion (also done correctly), publishing the motion
to the entire membership
(check), and, finally, voting on
the motion at the next business
meeting (perfect).
What then was the error?
Why is the vote being overturned? In reality, it’s not being
overturned—it simply was not
counted correctly. There were
17 votes for the motion, 6 votes
against, and 6 abstentions, for
a total of 29 votes cast on the
motion. The 17 “for” votes represent just under 59% of the
vote. This is below the 2/3 majority (66.7%) needed to amend
the By-Laws. The vote never
actually passed. It was defeated by 3 votes. It’s the declaration of the results that was in
error, not the vote itself.
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Here’s the section of our
By-Laws which refers to clip
art. Please read it several times
so you can follow along with
what I am going to say next.
Section 2, Rules of Entry,
Subsection (b) states, All entries
must have been totally made by
the member, with the following
exceptions: film need not be processed by the member; prints need
not be mounted nor matted by the
member; digital files from film
need not be scanned by the member. The inclusion of clip art, web
images, stock images, or the like
are not permitted as part of an image unless they were created by
the member.
The motion that was proposed and voted upon, although made properly, would
have removed all references to
“clip art” from the By-Laws.
That is the last sentence, and
only the last sentence. There
are no other references to “clip
art” in the By-Laws. Now,
here’s the tricky part,… this
change would have left the rest
of the rule in place. This means
all entries must be made by the
member, except for the listed
exceptions. This would still
ban the use of clip art since, by
definition, clip art is imagery
made by someone else and
added to an image. I do not
believe that this is what the
motion was supposed to do.
But, it really doesn’t matter
since the motion was defeated.
Should the proposer(s) of the
motion wish to resubmit it

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

with a differently worded text,
that will have to be done at the
May business meeting with the
vote to take place at the end of
September.

Definitions
LD, ED and UD (Low-, ExtraLow-, and Ultra-Low-Dispersion Glass) — All these terms
refer to a glass type used in
lenses. This formulated glass
corrects the path of light rays
as they pass through the lens,
making all colors in the color
spectrum focus at the same
point. A lens constructed with
these types of glass eliminates
or lessens the occurrence of aberrations and some types of artifacts.

Megapixel (one million pixels)
— The number of photodiodes
(also known as photosites or
pixels) on an image sensor is
expressed in mega-pixels,
which in turn is the resolution
of the device (a camera, scanner, etc.). Most sensors have
one photodiode for each pixel
in an image. For example, a 5megapixel camera has five million photodiodes. Megapixels,
however, are not the only factor that determines image quality. The lens, processing algorithms, and other attributes are
also critical factors.
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Cumulative Point Totals

We are down to the penulti-

through April 2014
by George Hansen

Prints

PDIs
Paul Grebanier!
Barbara Martens!
Chuck Pine!
Hedy Klein!
George Hansen!
Carole de Beer!
Joan Slatkin!
Michael Wakslicht!
Sarah Davis!
Marjorie Gurd!
Natalie Manzino!
Evelyne Appel!
Jerry Harawitz!
Paula Paterniti!
Karen Corrigan!
Marilyn Fish-Glynn!
Rita Russo!
Dottie Mills!
Madeleine Barbara!
Christine Doyle!
Julie Foehrenbach!
Elena Pierpont!
Cheryl Richer!
Bill Apple!
Dolores Roddy!
Jerry Vogel!
Wilmarie Rios!
Jay Bitkower!
Nicole Dosso!
George Grubb!
Myra Resnick!
Benson Babu!
Larry Drath!
Sonya Smith!
Ann Broder!

88
84
82
80
76
74
72
72
70
68
66
64
64
60
58
58
58
56
52
52
52
50
50
48
42
40
20
18
16
16
16
12
12
12
4

Hedy Klein!
Sarah Corbin!
George Hansen!
Paul Grebanier!
Madeleine Barbara!
Barbara Martens!
Paula Paterniti!
Alice Somma!
Elsa Blum!
Natalie Manzino!
Bill Apple!
Elena Pierpont!
Marvin Fink!

100
90
90
84
72
72
56
52
48
48
38
38
32

mate monthly competition and
we are starting to see some
separation among the leaders.
Congratulations to the
winners, honors, and to all
who entered!
Thanks to our April judge,
Catherine Steinmann, for an
excellent job.
And, as always, thanks to
all those members who collected images, ran equipment,
passed prints, kept scores, and
all the other tasks which help
to make our competitions run
so smoothly.

!
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Images of the Month
!

by George Hansen

PDI-of-the-Month
Flatiron by Barbara Martens

Honor PDIs
Shoreline at Central Park Reservoir by Sarah Davis
Shadows by Paul Grebanier
Attitude by Marjorie Gurd
Snow by Jerry Harawitz
Are You Serious by Rita Russo
Winter Fog by Jerry Vogel
Grand Central Terminal Flag by Jerry Vogel

Flatiron
©2014 Barbara Martens

Print-of-the-Month
Winter’s Beauty by Elena Pierpont

Honor Prints
Flip Flops by Madeleine Barbara
Telling Secrets by Sarah Corbin
Hang on for Dear Life by Hedy Klein
Night Cars by Alice Somma
Winter’s Beauty
©2014 Elena Pierpont

April 2014
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Expanding Visions 20
“Playing With Light”
Expanding Visions is a photography class being offered this spring into summer. It is open to
all interested photographers.

Expanding Visions is a marriage of a field trip class with a class in photographic seeing. This
nine week class (Thursday evenings, May 1st thru June 19th, and then on July 17th) will open
your mind to new ways of looking at photographs, subject matter, equipment, and techniques. It
will also allow you to explore parts of the City that you may not have experienced before.
The format of the class is simple: We start with an introductory session. We will discuss equipment, techniques, and the specifics of the course; a term project will be assigned. For the next two
weeks we’ll go on field trips to different places around town and work on the assignments. The
following session will bring us back indoors where we’ll share our photographs, talk about our
experiences, and evaluate what and how well we learned. Two more weeks of trips and assignments will be followed by another review. Then, the last trip and assignment and the final review
(including the term project presentations).
The basic thread running through the assignments in Expanding Visions 20 is an assortment
of techniques and experiments pertaining to photography’s most import component—light.
Not too complicated, is it? Lots of fun and educational; but most of all, it will expand your vision
in the photographs you take, and allow you to grow as a photographer.

Instructor: Chuck Pine
Schedule: Thursday evenings; May 1st – June 19th plus July 17th, 2014
Trips/Classes last about 2 hours
Tuition — $75 for all 9 sessions or $15 per week (up to $75)
(free to P.W.C.C. members)
Fees due at first class • Cash or check • Let us know if you’ll be coming!
<pwccny@aol.com>

April 2014
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Date!!

!

Assignment / Destination / Meeting Place / Time

!
!

Introduction to the Class!
Overview of Equipment/Exposure/Etc.!
Preview of trips and techniques

Soho Photo — 7 pm
15 White Street

May 8!
!
!

Trip #1!
!
!

Riverside Park!
The Shadow Knows!

Broadway @ 72nd Street
@ 6:30 pm

May 15!
!
!

Trip #2!
!
!

Gantry Park!
Silhouettes on the Shades!

Center Blvd @ 48th Avenue
@ 6:30 pm

May 22!

Review of Trips 1 & 2!

See * below — 4:30 or 7 pm

May 29!
!
!

Trip #3!
!
!

Chelsea Piers!
Solar Flares!

12th Avenue @ 22nd Street
@ 6:30 pm

June 5!
!
!

Trip #4!
!
!

Empire State Building!
Reflections of the Way Things Used to Be!

5th Avenue @ 42nd Street
@ 6:30 pm

June 12!

Review of Trips 3 & 4!

See * below — 4:30 or 7 pm

June 19!
!
!

Trip # 5!
!
!

Broadway @ 42nd Street
@ 6:30 pm

July 17!

Review of Trip 5 & Term Project!

May 1!
!
!
!
!

Times Square!
Balancing Act!

See * below — 4:30 or 7 pm

Weekly Assignments
•!
!

The Shadow Knows We will learn how to get the shadows we want and how to use them to !
create images which express mood and excitement.

•!
!

Silhouettes on the Shades We will learn how to shoot images with silhouettes and how to use !
them to their best creative advantage.

•!
!

Solar Flares We will learn to recognize flare and its causes, how to control it, and then how !
to use it creatively in our photographs.

•!
!

Reflections of the Way Things Used to Be We will learn how to recognize and control the !
reflections around us and how to incorporate them into images with impact.

•!
!

Balancing Act We will learn the ins and outs of the white balance settings on our cameras !
and then use a variety of settings to create interesting, moody, and/or other-worldly photos.

Term Project
•!
!

Photography For Dummies We will explore the City looking for dolls, mannequins, and !
dummies !to act as main characters in our photographs. Anything goes!
* 680 West End Avenue (entrance on West 93rd Street), Apartment 5D
Lost? Call 212-932-7665

April 2014
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Going, Going, Gone
April 28th is the date for the
annual PWCC auction. Members and guests are invited to
bring any photography, computer, or photo-related items
which they want to sell.

Items must be brought on
the night of the auction, starting at 6:00 p.m., but not later
than 7 p.m. (Sorry, but items
may not be stored earlier at
Soho Photo.) Each item must
be accompanied by a completed “Auction Inventory
Sheet” which includes your
name, a description of the
item, a minimum opening bid
(optional), and what percent of
the final selling price you wish
to donate to the Club (PWCC
gets at least 20%, but you can
give more—up to 100%). These
forms will be available the
week prior to the auction; they
will also be available on auction night.
As a buyer, you must have
cash on hand, (or a personal
check if you are a Club member) to pay for the items you

April 2014

bid on and win. Purchased
items must be taken home at
the conclusion of the auction.
Items not sold will return
to their original owners and
must be taken home that night.
Unwanted items may be disposed of in the trash cans.
!
Those people
who sell items will
be paid their percentage at the
Club’s business
meeting in three
weeks on May 19th
(sooner if possible).
If you cannot attend, a check will
be mailed to you.
[Note—if you are
not a PWCC member please be sure to leave your
mailing address with us so we
can send your payment in a
timely fashion.]
Good shopping!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Save the Date
PWCC’s Annual Otto Litzel
Memorial Year-End Dinner is
right around the corner—to
be held on Monday night,
June 9th.
This is the Club’s biggest
and grandest social event of
the year—one you don’t want
to miss. It includes great food,
awards and rewards, and the
camaraderie of your fellow
members.
Mark your calendars, …
NOW!
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Photographic Field Trip
to

Bushkill Falls & The Poconos
May 23rd -May 26th, 2014
including

• Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area
	

 • Upper Delaware Scenic and Recreational River
	

 • Bushkill Falls plus a dozen more Waterfalls
	

• Mining Museum • Old Mauch Chunk Model Trains
	

• Grey Towers National Historic Site • Upper Mill
	

• Pocono Indian Museum • Glass Museum
	

• Towns of Stroudsville, Jim Thorpe, & Bushkill
	

• and much more
Lodging at: Days Inn of East Stroudsburg
Includes: 4 days & 3 nights (double occupancy) plus deluxe continental breakfasts

$250.00 per person
(single supplement—$150.00)
$50.00 deposit holds your spot.
Additional costs include shared car expenses, other meals, etc.
For more information, detailed area attractions, etc.
ask at any Club meeting or call Chuck Pine at (212) 932-7665

April 2014
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Business Mtg. Minutes

trips are the Finger Lakes in
by Lee Backer the fall, and Norway or Las
Recording Secretary Vegas in the winter.

(This draft copy has not been
approved by the membership.)
Call to Order – President Ed
Lee called the meeting to order
at 7:01 pm. A quorum was
present.
Minutes of Previous Meeting
– The minutes of the November 2013 business meeting
were approved as published in
the December newsletter.
Treasurer’s Report – Bank
balance of $13,748.55. $525.00
is reserved for trips, leaving an
adjusted balance of $13,223.55.
Committee Reports
Archives – Committee
meetings will resume in midApril.

competitions.” It was
discussed again and voted
upon. The motion passed with
17 for, 6 opposed, and 6
Gallery – There is still no
chairperson. Several members abstentions. [At the meeting, the
would be interested in having motion was incorrectly declared to
pass. Because a change to the coman exhibition. If an exhibition
petition rules is a change to the
space is found, a committee
would be needed to coordinate By-Laws, two-thirds of the votes,
or 20, were required to be in favor.
and carry out tasks.
Therefore, the motion failed.]
House – There is no chair for
Nominating Committee –
this committee.
Jerry Harawitz, Marlene
Membership – There are 74
Schonbrun, and Chuck Elster
members.
volunteered to be the NominNewsletter – The next newsating Committee. The Presiletter will be out next month
dent, Vice President, and
after April competition results Corresponding Secretary have
are compiled.
offered to serve next year.
Program – The March speaker Vacancies for Treasurer and
canceled at the last minute, but Recording Secretary need to be
filled.
Marilyn was able to find a
replacement. Judges and
Use of Microphone – Ed and
speakers for the rest of the club Michael will try to get the mike
year were announced.
and speaker working better for

Competition – Sarah Corbin
will assist Hedy whenever she
needs help with competition
tasks.

Social – Nothing to report.

Field Trips – The committee
has listed several local trips for
the near future. Other suggestions are welcome. Ed Lee is
now the leader of the Photos
Safaris meet-up group in NYC.
He has listed PWCC trips on
the meet-up site to encourage
better attendance and to attract
potential club members. Club
trips are also listed in Photo
Notes and on our website, as
well as the sign-up clipboard at
meetings. Ideas for extended

Workshop – There are no
scheduled workshops until
next season. There will be
model shoots at two of the
summer meetings. There was a
request for a male model at
one of the two shoots.

April 2014

Website – George Grubb is
now a co-chair of the committee, along with Bob Wine.

the next competition. Ed will
ensure that there is a laser
pointer available.
New Business From the Chair
Auction – To be held April
28th. Chuck Pine will be the
auctioneer. Ed will get out
press releases.

Otto Litzel Dinner – The
Salmagundi Club may be
available for the dinner. If it is,
the members attending voiced
Old Business
a preference for it. A possible
Clip Art Usage in
alternative, suggested by
Competition – A motion was
made and discussed at the last Maria, is Aleo, an Italian
business meeting to “eliminate restaurant on West 20th Street,
between 5th and 6th.
clip art restrictions in

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Chuck Pine Picnic – To be held
on Labor Day, September 1, on
the roof deck of Gladys Hopkowitz’ apartment building.
Future Exhibits – With the
close of the Calumet Photo
store, we have lost a possible
exhibition space. Marilyn Fish
volunteered to scout out other
locations. Lorraine Perez (new
member) will investigate a
space in Brooklyn.
New Business From the Floor
Bill Apple raised a concern
about the security and privacy
of the Club’s Yahoo email accounts, including our use of
Yahoo groups and our competition email address. He cited
incidents of Yahoo mail being
hacked and the ease of government snooping into mail
accounts. He also said that
photos submitted for competition via email could have
their metadata secretly
collected by government
agencies. Bill suggested that if
we used email connected with
the Club’s website, it would
more likely be overlooked and
thereby be more secure and
private. One of Bill's main
issues is to stop all use of social
media, including the Club’s
Flickr group, because of the
risk of photographic metadata
being secretly collected. Discussion ensued about the
perceived risks and benefits of
changing email addresses and
of not using social media. The
members in attendance were

April 2014

then asked for a show of hands
to see if there was sufficient
interest for the Club to investigate alternative email and
other services with the intent
to gain more security and
privacy. Two members were in
favor of change, and the other
attendees, about 25, thought no
effort should be made.
Myron Galef mentioned a
device called the Square which,
when connected to a smart
phone, can make a credit card
transaction. He will research
whether or not the Square,
which charges a 2.75% transaction fee, would have any
practical use for the Club.
Elena Pierpont suggested that
for next year's meetings an
additional portfolio review
night be planned for April or
May, with the intent that if one
of the monthly competitions
needs to be canceled, then the
date reserved for the portfolio
review would be used to make
-up for the missed competition.
The portfolio reviewer would
be informed that he/she might
be called upon to judge a competition instead of reviewing
portfolios. Jerry Harawitz
turned the suggestion into a
motion, which was passed.
Adjournment - The meeting
was adjourned at 8:34 pm.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Year-End Competition
The Year-End Competition
will be held on June 2nd. It is
different from our monthly
competitions: the rules of entry
are different; the judging is different; the rewards are, too.
Each Club member may
submit up to four prints and
four PDIs. But, and this is a big
but, all the submissions must
have been entered into one of
the monthly competitions held
this year (October through
May). It doesn’t matter if the
images were awarded honors
or got a ‘C’— they are eligible
for this competition. But, images may not be altered from
the way they were originally
entered. You can’t reprint a
print; you can’t spot out a
speck of dust; you can’t even
re-crop an image, even if the
judge said that would improve
the photo—it must be the
original, unaltered image.
There will be three judges.
Each of the three will score
from one to nine points for
each image. A Club member
(one who is good at math) will
add the scores and immediately call out the totals. Pictures can accumulate anywhere from 3 to 27 points. For
each group of entries—prints
and PDIs—there will be one
winner (the Print- and PDI-ofthe-Year) plus four runners-up.
Think hard, choose wisely,
and good luck to all those entering the Year-End!
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Competition Info

Did You Know?

If you enter the competitions, please read care- Did you know that the on-line PDF version of
Park West Camera Club’s Photo Notes offers you
advantages?
Did you know that all of the website and
You may enter up to four images each month
e-mail addresses are hyperlinks? That means if
but no more than two in any one category.
you click on them, you will be taken to that
website or to your e-mail program to send an
Prints
• We have removable labels to be used on print e-mail (if you are connected to the internet).
Did you know that the images are in color
entries. Please affix on the back at the top/
and of higher quality than when printed out?
center. Using these labels allows you to keep
And, you can enlarge them a bit, too, for detail.
the backs of your mats clean and allows you
Did you know that reading Photo Notes onreuse the same mats in future competitions.
line saves trees, landfills, inks, toners, water,
Sheets of labels can be found at the front desk
on competition night. Using the labels is a good and other natural resources?
Did you know that reading Photo Notes onway to keep track of what prints you entered
over the season. The labels have a seasonal date line saves the Club over $100 each and every
of 2013-2014 so you can easily choose prints for month?
the year-end competition.
• Make sure your prints are securely mounted PWCC’s Yahoo Group
to your boards. Images falling out of their mats
Do you have an idea to go out shooting but
will be disqualified.
fully and save these notes for future reference:

Projected Digital Images
• Send both PDIs in one e-mail to the competition mailbox <pwcccompetition@yahoo.com>
• If you want confirmation that your images
were received and are in the proper format,
send a request to <hfklein@mindspring.com>
NOT to the Club's competition mailbox.

We belong!
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don’t want to go alone? Have a question about
Photoshop, or your camera, or some technique,
but don’t have someone to ask? Know of a great
photo op or workshop that you’d like to share
with your fellow Club members? What are you
to do?
Ta Da! The Club’s Yahoo group is the answer to your questions. You can communicate
with other PWCC members about these and
more. All you have to do is sign up for the
group. It’s easy and it’s free.
All you have to do is send an e-mail to the
Club at <pwccny@aol.com>We will respond
with an e-mail from the group website, and…
you’re in.
If you have a (free) Yahoo e-mail account
you can go to the group site. There you can see
all prior e-mails, post pictures, post links to
other websites of interest, and more. If you
don’t have a Yahoo account, you can only send
and receive e-mails.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Wanted…

PWCC Flickr Group
by Paul Grebanier

Did you know that there is a way for PWCC
members to share their pictures with other
members and the world? Probably not! Seven
years ago, a “Park West Camera Club” Group
was set-up on the “flickr” picture sharing and
social networking site, just for such a purpose.
Unfortunately, the idea never really caught on
at that time. The weeds of neglect and disrepair
have overgrown the site. But the structure is
still there—awaiting rehabilitation. What a
waste!

…volunteers to write for the Park West Camera
Club’s Photo Notes. Could be on a continuing
basis or as a one-shot deal. Experience not necessary. Enthusiasm is a must-have. Don’t worry
about spelling or grammar or the like—our
crack editorial staff handles all the details.
Some suggestions for individual articles or
monthly columns are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

photo magazine reviews
photo workshop reviews
Club field trip reviews
photographic gallery reviews
equipment reviews
technical/technique articles
photographic hints and tips
computer hints and tips
photographic poetry
photography puzzles (X-word, jumbles,
word-search, etc.)
• recipes from Club pot-luck dinners
• anything else you can dream up—as
long as it is photo- or Club-related.
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When we go on field trips and attend other
PWCC events and take pictures, how do we
easily share them? We don’t! How do we get
feedback on these images? We can’t! The Solution? Join our flickr group with many other
members, and actively add to and comment on
the images to be viewed there.
For those who are not flickr members already, you should know that the site allows
members to store and share their pics with millions of other members throughout the world–
and also with non-members. Uploading pictures and making comments is easy. Groups of
images and people that share an affinity are
also easily created and can be shared by anyone. The site is free to join. But if you really become an active member, showing over 200 pics,
full membership costs $25 a year.
To view the Park West Camera Club Group,
go to<www.flickr.com/groups/pwcc>
To join flickr so you can add pics to the
group, and also to make and receive comments,
go to <www.flickr.com> or click on the “join
group” button shown on the Group front page.
Hope to see you there soon!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Portfolio Page
This portfolio was shot by PWCC
member Sarah Davis for the Club’s
St. Patrick’s Day theme night, ‘Green.’
Enjoy…

All images
© Sarah Davis

April 2014
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New Member Biography
by Gerda Artes

Ruth Formanek was doing a
photo essay with a friend of
hers providing the text. The
friend turned out to be a friend
of this month’s interviewee,
Peddrick (Pete) Weis. Their
mutual friend introduced Ruth
and Pete since both shared an
interest in photography and
just happened to live in the
same building. This started the
connection to PWCC, Pete’s
first camera club, and he is
very happy to have found us.
Pete is a biologist, now retired
from Rutgers University.

When Pete was 10 years
old, his uncle gave him a box
camera. The instructions were:
put your feet apart, find a subject, hold your breath, and
press that little button. Pete
was hooked. He has been taking photos ever since with
more and more advanced camera equipment. Presently he is
working with a Nikon D3100
DLSR and a pocket Nikon AW
110. The latter is a very fast
camera (for a non-DSLR) and it
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can be used above and below
water, has 16 MP, includes
GPS, high-def video, wifi, and
has a 5:1 zoom. As a special
travel camera Pete uses a
Canon pocket 16 MP camera
with 14:1 zoom. This camera
runs on AA batteries and is
therefore not dependent on
electricity, converters, etc.
The D3100, with 70-300mm
zoom and a macro lens, is well
suited for wildlife and nature
shots. Pete and his wife, Judy
(a marine biologist), have traveled extensively to third-world
countries, both as tourists and
for field-work. The 300mm lens
lets Pete be inconspicuous and
take photos of people and their
activities without disturbing
them or attracting attention.
His old film cameras (a
Speed Graphic, several 35mm
cameras of various ages, and a
folding Voigtlander (120 film)
are still with him and stored in
a closet (a “mini-museum”).
Pete no longer does
darkroom work in this
digital age.
Pete is mostly interested in nature and
wildlife photography,
especially when traveling to exotic places,
and he often watches
PBS nature programs
for enjoyment and inspiration. He is a member of the NYC Sierra
Club Photo Committee
through which he was able to
participate in juried exhibits at
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the Calumet Gallery. He has
contributed some of his photos, and has Photoshopped
others’ images, for his wife’s
books on natural history.
Photoshop CS 6.0 is Pete’s
choice of software—he only
wants to crop the photos, do
simple adjustments, and does
not want to "work" the photos
too much. He will, for example, delete a telephone wire to
improve a photo. He prefers
available light, using flash only
when absolutely necessary.
In earlier times, when Pete
was working with large format
and in his darkroom, he was
attempting to follow the Edward Weston tradition. Now,
he would like to improve his
"eye” for photo opportunities,
move more to photography as
an art, not just a technique, and
is looking forward to Chuck’s
"Expanding Visions" classes in
the Spring.
Welcome to the club, Pete.

Soft Coral Closeup
©2013 Pete Weis
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Sold!

We Try Harder

In Memoriam

Park West Camera Club is a

Former long-time Park West

by Marlene Schonbrun

I was on my way to the Sierra

corporate partner with Avis,
Photo Committee meeting on
the car rental company. This is
March 26th, when I ran into
how we get great deals on car
Lee Backer coming out of the
rentals for our Club trips. You,
subway. I asked him how his
too, can take advantage of the
recent opening went (apologiz- Club’s corporate discounts, if
ing for not being there and ex- you’d like.
plaining the reason for my abIt’s as simple as writing
sence). He then told me that
down our Avis Worldwide
he sold two prints, one to a
Discount (AWD) Number. It is
friend, and the other to a perL406451. Simply use this numfect stranger.
ber when making a reservation
As Club members, we don’t online <www.avis.com>, on
usually discuss our sales at
the phone (800-230-4898), or in
meetings. I thought our mem- person at an Avis location.
bers should know about this. It
For even more savings
might inspire others to have
(both time and money), you
their own exhibits or join
may sign up for Avis Preferred
group shows.
Service. This is the fastest way
Congratulations, Lee.
to make your reservations,
pick up your vehicles,
and get on the road. You
will be issued your very
own Avis Wizard Number, receive a Wizard
card, and, best of all, it’s
all FREE.

Umpachene Falls at Sunset
©2010 Lee Backer

April 2014
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member, Sid Georgiou, passed
away on Wednesday, April 9th.
In his years of Club membership, Sid served as vice president in the late 60s, as Social
Committee chair for many
years in the 90s and early
2000s. Who can forget Sid’s
homemade hummus, pasta
dishes, and the like?
Sid had been in and out of
hospitals since his return from
his last vacation—to Alaska
and Denali National Park—
several years ago. In recent
months, his trips to the hospital increased. Throughout this
period, Sid’s spirits remained
high, his conversation witty,
and his outlook positive.
In his last week, Sid was at
the Hebrew Home for the
Aged in Riverdale. When his
kidneys started to fail, Sid was
transferred back to the hospital
and he went steadily and
quickly down hill. While Sid’s
passing is untimely, he did not
suffer for any extended period
of time.
Sid is survived by his
daughter, Alexis, and his former wife, Ellen, both of whom
were at his side at the end.
Any scheduled activities
will be forthcoming.
Thanks to former PWCC
members, Elaine Kirchen and
Jerry Gherardi, for keeping us
informed.
Rest in peace, Sidney!
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Depth of Field
by Bill Apple
Literacy, Numeracy, ‘Picturacy’?

Other languages possess
words where English fails us,
imported notions like schadenfreude (German: the pleasure of
hearing someone else’s misfortune) or faux pas (French: a
gross blunder of etiquette).
They’re mots justes, necessary,
though missing in action in our
own English.
Coining new words is often
risky business, however, sometimes taken as a sign of madness. But permit me just one
neologism today: picturacy (say,
PIK-tur-a-see).
You already know about
literacy, of course: reading,
writing, verbal-communication
tools. Anyone who lacks literacy, might as well be a rock—
or a feral child, raised by
wolves. How would you know
if a can on the shelf contained
chicken soup or Drano?
You may also know about
numeracy, a newer concept that
encompasses quantitative abilities demanded daily in life, often involving money, measuring, and comparing—and
drawing decisions from numbers. Is that king-size box of
Froot Loops such a good buy?
But what about dealing
with pictures, either as a maker
of images or as an everyday
consumer of the visual scene:
picturacy. Just what skills
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would a picturate person possess? It’s not exactly a subject
schools teach. But this could
change in the future.
First, a bit of anatomy. Ask
a brain surgeon: The sheer
volume of gray matter devoted
to vision—massive—swamps
all other senses combined:
taste, smell, hearing, touch,
and so on. That’s how God
made human brains, and it
should tell you how important
seeing is to our species. (By
contrast, the lion’s share of a
dog’s brain—Ha!—is focused
on what Fido’s nose knows.)
More to the point, people
alive in the 21st century really
need the extra brain matter.
We’re drowning in images like
no previous generation—we
simply have too many to look
at—on package labels, pages of
print, billboards, and screens of
all sizes.
Cell phones alone, by one
industry estimate, are hurling
half a billion photos a year at
us, via sharing on Facebook,
Instagram, Flickr, Snapchat,
and other social media. What’s
one little, three-pound, brain
to do?
For one, be selective in
what you look at, because eyes
get fatigued easily, and looking
at too much junk could dull
your own photographic sensibilities. For another, try to be
edifying, whenever you have
the chance to give a photo’s
maker feedback.
If amateur cell phone pic-
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tures were all gorgeous and
workmanlike, this column
could end here. Alas, most
shots miss the mark by miles.
(For a case in point, check the
accompanying photo below.)
The dirty little secret: many
or most picture-takers these
days know little if anything
about photography, and it
shows in their output—which
never stopped anyone from
pressing a shutter release.

From Bangor, With Love A
friend in Maine used his
iPhone to capture the Kenduskaag stream, a tributary of the
Penobscot River, meandering
downtown. An okay “record”
shot, but marred by too-strong
sunlight, blown-out detail in a
distant building’s façade,
blocked-up shadows (the canal’s left wall), and a composition in which the river too
neatly (and boringly) bisects
the photo. My friend thought
his photo was actually pretty
good. But there’s room for
much improvement.
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The second dirty little secret: Increasingly sophisticated
circuitry can save these photographer’s bacon, helping
achieve good color, balanced
exposure, and (mostly) crisp
focus. (Yes, some cameras
know just where in the frame
to look for faces—eyes, even—
which must be sharp.) You
press the button and get something more or less ‘acceptable.’
The third dirty little secret:
Dirty Little Secret No. 2—camera automation—is seldom
enough to elevate cell phone
snapshots into something significantly better.
That’s where picturacy
comes in.
People shooting pictures
need to shed ignorance. They
should know something of
photography’s history—where
it came from, and how it developed, who the great photographers have been, and the
styles in which they worked
and pioneered.
Further, people should
study visual esthetics and formal composition. They should
learn key principles that underlie photography and
graphic arts, generally. And
they must master sufficient
technical details to determine
when something comes out
wrong with a shot and, if need
be, what to do to fix it, by
changing camera settings or in
post-processing.
Ah, post-processing! It’s
pretty rare among takers of cell
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phone photos. Who bothers to
edit, anyway? But there’s no
excuse. There is so much free
photo-editing software that
even beginners have access to.
Till now, most people have
gotten along very well, thank
you, without ever having taken
a course in art appreciation.
When they visit museums—
rarely—they look at work
through a kind of veil of artistic ignorance. They know what
they like, in an uninformed
sort of way, but lack context
and background that would
amplify and flesh out their
artistic experience.
Which suits them fine. Virtually none of these museumgoers is returning home and
taking out a set of oil paints to
fill their own canvas. We never
see—never have to see—their
artistic output. Not so with
photography. Anyone—everyone—can do it. So guidance is
in order. When you are looking
through someone else’s snapshots, however, a reminder: be
diplomatic.
Most Club members are
ready to help, I know, to suggest ways a beginner might
approach his or her subject
next time to make the shot better. Whether it is to change exposure; zoom in (or out) to
home in on a subject (or show
more of its surroundings); or to
step to one side or another—or
climb or crouch—to alter the
viewpoint and thus frame a
picture more appropriately,
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even more dramatically.
People want to improve,
and every Club member is in a
unique position to offer tips
and pointers. Who wouldn’t
want to turn a pedestrian cell
phone snapshot into a more
compelling photograph, something that rises above the halfbillion cell phone shots hurtling down the Internet annually? You probably know exactly how. So why not share it,
if the photographer is receptive, of course?
Here’s to a more picturate
population in this still-young
century.

Do You Need a Tripod?
What is the purpose of a tripod? You might need a tripod
for some or all of the following
reasons:
•!To increase sharpness and !
! depth-of-field;
•!To support heavy camera !
! gear such as long telephoto !
! lenses;
•!To increase the quality of the !
! images by keeping the cam-!
! era ISO low;
•!To allow more careful com!
! posing of images;
•!To shoot HDR and pano-!!
! ramic images;
•!To photograph nighttime !
! objects;
•!To do self-portraits with a !
! camera timer; and/or
•!To shoot extreme close-ups/!
! macro.
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Gallery Watching

A Collective Invention: Photoby Ruth Formanek graphs At Play; Morgan Library
and Judy Rosenblatt & Museum, 225 Madison Avenue at 36th Street; through
We are happy to announce
May 18th
that, at long last, we have
found ourselves in strong
Out of Hand: Materializing the
disagreement about exhibits
Postdigital; Museum of Arts
we visit. This applies to both
and Design, 2 Columbus
MoMA and the Morgan (see
Circle; through June 1st
below). On the other hand, the
MAD exhibit impressed us
Ruth writes:
both so much that we decided
First things first: We had
to mention it here, even though three good meals: in the Morit wasn’t really a photo show.
gan Library and Museum, and
But, as Ruth says below, it’s a
in the restaurant ‘Robert’ on
glimpse into the future we
the ninth floor of the Museum
wouldn’t want you to miss. As of Arts and Design) at Columfor the other two shows, we
bus Circle, which has a wonleave you to decide for yourderful view of Broadway and
selves after reading Ruth’s
Central Park, and at the Modmostly negative take on them
ern, where we recommend the
and Judy’s more positive slant. rigatoni.
Both shows are debuts for new
Now to the exhibits: I was
curators: Quentin Bajac is the
fascinated by the ‘3D’ show at
new chief curator of MoMA’s
MAD although it is not a phophotography department, and tography show. But it is the fuJoel Smith is the head and first ture: 3D printing and scanning,
curator of the Morgan’s new
and factory-made objects dephotography department. Both signed on computers. See it by
curators appear to want to
all means!
shake things up at their respective institutions; how well they
succeed in these two group
shows, which include both historic and current work, is for
you to judge.
A World of Its Own: Photographic
Practices in the Studio; Museum
of Modern Art, 11 West 53rd
Street; through October 5th
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Untitled #5
©2008 Richard Dupont
at MAD
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The other two shows irritated me, especially the one at
the Morgan: ‘…Photographs at
Play.’ The curators found an
element in a picture (like
‘river’ or ‘reflection’ or ‘girls’)
and then added another picture with the same element
next to it, regardless of who
shot it or when it was shot or
how it was processed. It’s like
free association, not really
playful but evidence of loose
thinking.
The elements or associations are frequently of large
categories (‘portrait’ or ‘chaos’)
and the viewer is invited to
find his/her own connection in
addition to the Morgan’s. The
curators seem to search for a
new exhibition concept, but
unfortunately focus on the banal. Consider this analogy for
the arrangement of a sculpture
show: ‘head,’ next to ‘jagged
edges,’ next to ‘smooth belly’—all trivial, all non-essential, none offering insights to
the viewer.
That said, some of the photographs are very interesting and were
unfamiliar to me.
One can only hope
that the Morgan’s
exhibits will improve
over time.
Now to MoMA’s ‘…
In the Studio.’ This
show, as well as the
Morgan’s, stimulated all my
curmudgeonly tendencies:
Isn’t practically all photogra-
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Erotic—in a Big Way
© circa 1930 Heinz Hajek-Halke
and
Carving Lincoln
©1937 artist unknown
What connects the two images?
at The Morgan
phy done in a studio, darkroom, at the computer, etc.?
Isn’t most photography nowadays done in post-production,
constructed, staged, manipulated? Why call it ‘in the studio?’ The curators write: “By
using a plain backdrop, the
photograph turns the studio
into a simple frame where time
and space are abolished, thus
reinforcing the singular presence of the subject in front of
the camera.” True, but only for
some photographers. All experimental and manipulated
work fits into this show, and
not because it was done in the
studio. It was unclear to me
why Muybridge was included
or why photographers like
Rodchenko were not. Also why
so few Photoshop images? I
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I found both these approaches stimulating and
fun. Ruth, as you’ve seen,
has a quarrel with each of
them, especially Photographs at Play. I have to
confess that at first I felt
somewhat torn and distracted at this exhibit—the
puzzle solving seemed to
pull me away from absorbing the work in front of me.
suspect that MoMA is
Then I realized I was just being
prejudiced against digital
asked to approach each piece
images.
in a novel way. I took on the
While I’m usually irrichallenge, and began to enjoy
tated by curatorial lanbeing pulled along by the assoguage, the show does include works by well-known ciations and the interesting
photographic juxtapositions
photographers not previthey led to.
ously shown here, as well
as new work by unknowns.
Judy writes:
One positive aspect of both
the MoMA and Morgan shows
for me was that they offered
fresh ways of experiencing an
exhibit. Usually we come to an
exhibit to see more deeply into
one artist’s body of work, or
view a group of photos on a
central theme. At MoMA the
unifying theme is a location:
the studio, and the varied
ways photographers have
made use of this tabula rasa. At
the Morgan, each photo shares
one common characteristic
with the photo to its left, and
another with the photo to its
right, so that you are invited
to do some puzzle solving
(though the answers are given)
as well as viewing the work.
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Laboratory of the Future
©1935 Man Ray
at MoMA
Some of them, like an Edward Curtis image of a Paiute
artist painting a boulder next
to a 1937 news photo of Lincoln’s scaffolded head on Mt.
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Rushmore, helped me sense
the continuity of past and recent present; others led me to
contemplate deep perspective
in photographs—and so on. I
think the curator’s approach
can be seen as a comment on
the helter-skelter way we experience images in the digital
world today. Yet he wants to
remind us forcefully of the
presence of real objects. In an
Aperture blog he says, “…As
networked digital convenience
continues to flatten what has
become one’s interface with
the world, the chemical, mechanical, bendable photograph
looks both more mundane and
more enchanted—more like
history in one’s grasp—than
any invention likely to come
our way again.”

Hairstyle
© J. D. Ojeikere
at MoMA
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One of the charms of this
exhibit is that it includes
photo-curiosities, like a little
wooden Christmas tree “decorated” with circular cutouts of
portraits of men, as well as fine
art images, like a lovely linear
tree silhouette by George Tice
—and pretty much everything
in-between. The exhibit’s 85
pieces are drawn from 25 different collections, as well as the
Morgan’s holdings. The show
demonstrates the many ways
photography has infiltrated
itself into our lives in its relatively short history. And, I felt
its playfulness as an antidote to
the pretentiousness of other
recent exhibits, like the one at
ICP. It ends with a grouping of
signs that forbid photography—another fun way of
stressing its omnipresence!
As for the MoMA exhibit, I
must take issue with Ruth
when she asks, “Isn’t practically all photography done in a
studio?” Well, what about the
street, cityscapes, and the great
outdoors? Perhaps it just seems
that way—some photographers spend more time postprocessing than shooting these
days. And, of course. much
photography does originate in
a studio and always has, but
this is the first exhibit, of which
I am aware, to base itself solely
on this idea. I like the way it’s
organized: after an introductory room which features a few
photographers’ images of their
studios, each room focuses on
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a different role played by the
studio. We have the studio as
stage set, as neutral space, as
lab-to-playground. This makes
for a varied and eclectic show
spanning much of photography’s history, including moving images, though in no particular order. We meet familiar
artists, such as Penn and Avedon, as well as making new
discoveries, such as the Nigerian photographer J.D. Ojeikere
(1930-2014), who considered
African hairstyles an art form
and provided striking examples of women’s hairdos
against a stark white backdrop.
The show celebrates the many
ways human imagination has
entered an empty space, filled
it under controlled conditions,
and photographed it. I do take
Ruth’s point and think there
could have been a room called
“computer as studio,” since
many painstakingly built setups can now be created solely
through digital software. But
maybe that will be a whole
separate exhibit.
I also absolutely agree with
Ruth about the good eating at
all three venues! And, if you
haven’t yet been to the renovated Morgan, I found it a
great pleasure to see how elegantly old and new architecture are woven together there;
it’s worth a trip just for that, as
well as for other exhibits on
view at the same time.
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PhotoShopping

If you have a multi-layered file,
by Chuck Pine go to the Layers Panel Fly Out
Menu (see diagram on right),
Want to make your images
scroll down to Merge Visible,
pop off the screen or paper?
and while holding down the
Here’s a simple Photoshop
Option/Alt key, release the
technique that can help.
mouse. Or, you can type Shift
+ Option/Alt + Command/
Process your image as you
Control—E.
normally would using Lightroom, Adobe Camera Raw, or
Any of these ways gets you to
whatever. Bring the image into a new layer that contains all
Photoshop and continue doing the files’ information in a sinyour normal routines.
gle layer.
Here’s an example of an image, Now, here’s the secret, the
but without this secret techtrick—change the Blend Mode
nique applied.
from Normal to Multiply.
That’s it! That’s all there is to it.
What’s that you say? It looks
too garish, not good or better.
Simply click on the Opacity
setting, a slider will appear,
and ease back on the slider
(lower percentage), until what
you see is what you like.

[If it doesn’t look like a great improvement here, it’s due to the reproduction and software used. It
really does work!]

First, create a new layer which
incorporates all of the work
you’ve done so far. You can do
this in several ways depending
on whether you’ve been working in layers already or if you
have an unlayered image:
If you have a single-layer file,
go to Layer > Duplicate Layer
or type Command/Control—J.
!
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Inquiries

B & H Event Space
by Chuck Pine

My new souped-up camera gave
me a settings choice of sRGB or
Adobe RGB, which a video said
was "better." What is a color
space anyway, and what makes
one superior?
Let’s take a trip in the time
machine and go back to our
kindergarten days, shall we?
Do you remember that box
of Crayola crayons you had?
Were they the thick ones, with
one flat side so they wouldn’t
roll off the desk? That was
your first experience with color
space. It consisted (probably)
of eight separate colors—quite
a small space!
Then, around second grade
or so, mom bought you one of
those larger boxes with 16 or
maybe even 32 colors. This was
a much larger color space and
gave you many more options
when creating your refrigerator masterpieces.
Do you remember how
jealous you were when that
kid, whom nobody liked, came
in with a box of 64 crayons
(and a sharpener built into the
box)? Now, that was a large
color space!
Today, sRGB is a box of 32
crayons, Adobe RGB 1998 is a
box of 128 crayons, and the Pro
Photo color space contains,
well, a thousand or so colors.
My advice, set your camera
to its largest color space.
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B&H Photo offers free workshops. Here are a few of this
month’s offerings:
Wednesday, April 23
Great 3D Photos
Speaker: Fructu Navarro

Wednesday, April 30
Long Term Projects
Speaker: Harvey Stein
Thursday, May 1
Travel Photography
Speaker: Lester Lefkowitz

Thursday, April 24
Photographs with Impact
Speaker: Brenda Tharp
(includes field trip)

Tuesday, May 6
Intro to Color Grading
Speaker: Kate Izor
Monday, April 28
Lightroom Develop Module
Speaker: Robert Rodriguez Jr

Tuesday, April 29
The Bleeding Edge
Speaker: Stephen Johnson

Check out the B&H website at
<www.bhphoto.com> for all
the details as well as a complete list of additional presentations, and to register for the
course(s) of your choice. Please
note, they do accept walk-ins
for events that have not
reached capacity. The B&H
Event Space is located on the
second floor of their SuperStore, at 420 9th Avenue.

Wednesday, April 30
Wedding Cinematography
Speaker: Kelly Mena

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Accessory Quiz

For the Birds

Congrats

Can you name this photog-

The Contemporary Art Fair

Member Bob Wine has been

raphy accessory? No prizes,
just a fun challenge! Send
your guesses to the address
<pwccny@aol.com>
Googling not permitted—on
your honor!

of New York City is coming
to town. It arrives on the
weekend of May 9th through
the 11th for public viewing.
Why is this show for the
birds, I hear you ask? Two
former PWCC members,
Chuck Fritsch and Cindy
Walpole, are participating
with an exhibition (and sale)
of their photography-based,
fine art prints of Hummingbirds of Costa Rica.
Costs for admission are as
follows. On-line advanced
tickets are $10 per day—be
sure to use the promo code
ART1. The ticket website is
<https://secure.americanart
marketing.com/ticketPurcha
se.php?event=36> At-thedoor tickets are $12 or $10 for
seniors. More Fair info is at
<www.contemporaryartfairn
yc.com/visit.php>
For information on Chuck
and Cindy, visit them at
<www.focusfrog.com> or email <info@focusfrog.com>

accepted into two new juried
exhibits.
The first is the B&H Portfolio Development Series at
SohoPhoto Gallery. The reception is on Tuesday, May
6th, from 6 to 8 p.m. See the
listing on page 29 in this issue
of Photo Notes in the Schedule
of Activities.
The second exhibit is the
31st Ridgewood International
2014 Exhibition. This is an
on-line camera club/PSAsponsored exhibit. It can be
viewed by clicking on the following link to the website
<www.ridgewoodcameraclub
.org/photo_gallery/SlideSho
ws/RCC%20International%2
0Flash.swf>

Answer next month in Photo
Notes.
Last Month’s Answer

This is a calculator used to
determine things like depthof-field, hyperfocal distance,
equivalent exposure settings
and just about any other numerical information which
you might need for taking a
photo with a camera.
Last Month’s Correct
Answerers…
There was only one correct
answer last month. It was
submitted by PWCC’s cochair of the Competition
Committee, Hedy Klein.
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Definitions
Metering—The process of
defining the light levels in a
scene to provide for a
proper exposure. Metering
modes include centerweighted metering (an average of the frame, with
emphasis on the center of
the image), spot metering
(generally 1 to 3 percent of
the image), and evaluative
or matrix metering (an average of independent areas
of the image).
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Schedule of Activities
The Park West Camera Club
meets every Monday night
(with some exceptions for
holidays and a curtailed summer schedule). Please join us
at a meeting or on one of our
other scheduled activities.
All Club Monday night
meetings take place at the Soho
Photo Gallery located at 15
White Street, between West
Broadway and Church Street/
Avenue of the Americas (6th
Avenue) unless indicated otherwise in the listings below.
Following the schedule of activities are detailed directions
to each of our meeting sites.
Check the PWCC Website
<parkwestcameraclub.org> for
late-breaking details on all
meetings and other PWCC
activities.
All meetings begin at 7 p.m.
unless otherwise indicated
below.
An asterisk (*) preceding
the date indicates an official
PWCC activity. Other listings
included below are: Photo
Events which may be of interest to photographers; and
Photo Ops which offer opportunities to take pictures.
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* Monday, April 14!
No Meeting—Passover

Friday-Sunday Apr 18-27
Photo Op—Auto Show

There will be no meeting tonight in celebration of the first
seder of the Jewish holiday of
Passover.

2014 marks the 114th anniversary of the New York International Auto Show, North America’s first and largest attended
auto show. Featuring 1,000 vehicles plus the latest in tech,
safety, and innovation, it is
held in nearly 900,000 square
feet at the Jacob Javits Convention Center on 11th Avenue between 34th and 40th Streets.
Doors open at 10 a.m. every
day and close at 10 p.m. (7
p.m. on Sundays). Tickets are
$15 per person (no discounts).

Tuesday, April 15
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
Tuesday Evening Hour is a
non-profit photography program whose mission is to expose the works of the artists to
the public. Each Tuesday a
working artist showcases his
or her work by preparing and
presenting a slide-show of
their work, digital or film. Just
drop in. Tonight’s digital presentation is Cultures of Colorado
and New Mexico by Linda
Calvet, photographer and
founding member of the Sierra
Club Photo Committee. The
show begins at 6 p.m. and is
held at St. Margaret’s House,
49 Fulton Street (near South
Street Seaport). The closest
subway is the #2 or #3 train at
the Fulton Street station, but
others are nearby. A $2.00 donation is requested.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

* Saturday, April 19!
Field Trip—Gallery Hop
Every photo instructor in every
photography class always says
that the best way to learn photography is to study photographs. To this end, we offer
another one of our gallery hops
in which we ‘hop’ from gallery
to gallery to study what’s on
display in both classical images
as well as the latest in modern
media. This time we’ll be exploring one of the more established areas—midtown. We’ll
meet at 1 p.m. in front of the
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Fuller Building, located at 41
East 57th Street, on the corner
of Madison Avenue. Many
subway lines and bus routes
are within a short, few minutes
walk. If you need help try using <www.hopstop.com> to
find the easiest route from
your location. Register for this
trip via e-mail or phone with
the leader, Rita Russo, at 917697-9664 or via e-mail at
<ritarusso23@gmail.com> You
may also sign up on the field
trip sheet at any meeting.
Sunday, April 20
Photo Op—Easter Parade
Grab your Easter bonnet and
your camera and stroll along
Fifth Avenue in the annual
Easter Parade. This New York
City tradition kicks off at 49th
Street near St. Patrick’s Cathedral and marches up Fifth
Avenue to 55th Street. The official parade goes from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Be sure to wear your
Sunday best!

The following is a quote from
Jean’s website: “I use photography to explore the borderlands between fiction and reality. My personal interest in
perception, spirituality, and
mysticism have inspired and
informed my artwork since the

What Could Be
© Jean Miele
mid-1980s. Drawing on 19th &
20th century ideals and enthusiastically embracing 21st century techniques, I strive to create beautiful prints of strong,
quiet images—intended to remind us that moments of perfection are possible, in photography, and in our lives.” To
learn more, go to his site at
<www.jeanmiele.com>The curtain raiser for tonight is longtime PWCC member and vice
president, Marilyn Fish-Glynn.

* Thursday, April 24!
Field Trip—Central Park
Keeping with our ‘spring is
here’ theme, we’ll be visiting
the Conservatory Garden in
northeast Central Park. This
small haven in the Park is one
of the finest examples of a formal garden in the Big Apple.
The Conservatory Garden is
divided into three smaller gardens, each with a distinct style:
Italian, French, and English.
The Garden’s main entrance is
through the Vanderbilt Gate,
on Fifth Avenue between 104th
and 105th Streets. We’ll meet
here at 3:30 p.m. Many bus
routes run up and down Madison and Fifth Avenues. The
closest subway is the #6 train’s
103rd Street station; the 110th
Street station on the #2 and #3
subways are also close. Register for this trip via e-mail or
phone with the leader, Sarah
Davis, at 917-501-1322 or
<sewdavis@gmail.com> You
may also sign up on the field
trip sheet at any meeting.

Tuesday, April 22
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
* Monday, April 21
Guest Speaker—Jean Miele
Tonight’s guest photographer
is Jean Miele. Jean is a photographer, artist, and educator.

April 2014

Tonight’s digital presentation
is Wild Lands and Wild Life by
Swaha Devi, photographer and Saturday-Sunday, Apr 26-27
Photo Op—Cherry Blossoms
writer. See the listing under
Sakura Matsuri, the Japanese
April 15th for more informaCherry Blossom Festival, takes
tion and directions.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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place this weekend at the
Brooklyn Botanic Garden, as
well as at many other sites
around the world. Among the
events and activities in Brooklyn this weekend are Taiko
drumming, tea ceremonies,
Samurai sword fighting, bonsai
exhibitions, a Cosplay fashion
show, Ikebana flower arranging, hands-on kids’ workshop,
Nihon Buyo classical dance—
and, of course, blossoming
cherry trees. Admission to the

items begins. See “Going, Going, Gone” on page 3 of this
issue of Photo Notes for all the
details. [This meeting will begin with the final report of the
Nominating Committee and
nominations will be accepted
from the floor.]

bor is a place where history,
architecture, visual art, theater,
dance, music and environmental science come together
and provide dynamic experiences for all ages. It is the largest ongoing adaptive reuse
project in America, consisting
of 28 buildings, and is one of
New York City’s unique architectural complexes and historic
landscapes. We’ll meet at the
Staten Island Ferry Terminal,
in the upstairs waiting area, at
at 12 noon. The #1 train’s
Garden is $10/$5 for seniors.
The hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., South Ferry station is the closest, but the R train’s Whitehall
both days. For directions, use
Street and the #4 and #5 line’s
<www.hopstop.com> Other
venues for the blossoms them- Bowling Green stations are
also close by. The M5, M15,
selves, but not the festivities,
include Manhattan’s Riverside and M20 bus routes will also
get you right there. Register for
Park, Newark, New Jersey’s
this trip by phone with the
Branch Brook Park, and areas
leader, Susan Sigrist at 212-758of Washington, DC.
0036. You may also sign up on
the field trip sheet at any Club
* Sunday, April 27!
meeting.
Field Trip—Snug Harbor
Snug Harbor Cultural Center
& Botanical Garden in Staten
Island is the result of more
than three decades of restoration and development to convert the first home for retired
sailors in the United States to a
regional arts center. Snug Har-
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* Monday, April 28!
Competition Entry Deadline
Please note that PDI entries are
due tonight for next week’s
competition.
Tuesday, April 29
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
Tonight’s digital presentation
is Spring Blossoms into Summer
by Louise Luger, published
photographer, workshop instructor, and NYSCA grant
awardee. See the listing under
April 15th for more info.
Thursday, April 30!
Photo Event—Sierra Photo

* Monday, April 28
Club Auction

The New York City Sierra
Club’s Photography Committee meets this evening. The
The amassed crowd is abuzz
speaker for tonight is Dwight
with anticipation as Chuck
Hiscano, a view camera landPine swings the gavel,… and
scape photographer who spewith a loud bang the 2014
PWCC auction of photographic cializes in New Jersey wilder-

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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© Dwight Hiscano
ness. Dwight writes on his site
<www.dwighthiscano.com>
“Being a landscape photographer in New Jersey comes with
it's challenges, not the least of
which is the constant battle
with New Jersey's less than
pristine reputation. We have
our crowded suburbs, our urban centers, and our industry.
And we have our share of
tasteless people who seem bent
on perpetuating that reputation on cable TV. But there's
another New Jersey that we
natives know and love, and
that is all too often ignored: the
Kittatinny Ridge and the Great
Limestone Valley, the New Jersey Highlands, the Delaware
River and Delaware Bay, our
million acre Pinelands National Reserve, all that beautiful farmland, and, of course,
our coastline: the Real New
Jersey.” The meeting, open to
the general public, begins at
6:30 p.m. A $6 donation is collected upon entry. The NYC
Sierra Club Photography
Committee meets at the Metropolitan Opera Guild, on the
6th floor of the Rose Building
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at Lincoln Center. The address
is 70 Lincoln Center Plaza, located on the north side of West
65th Street, between Broadway
and Amsterdam Avenue, near
Amsterdam. From the street
level, take the stairs, elevator,
or escalator up one level and
proceed through the revolving
doors into the lobby to get the
elevator up to the 6th floor. For
additional information, go to
<www.sierraphotonyc.com>
* Thursday, May 1
Expanding Visions 20
Tonight is the first session of
the all new Expanding Visions
20 class. Tonight is the introductory session in which we
will discuss the equipment required, the assignments for the
field trips (all of which fit into
the theme of Playing With
Light) and term project, plus
the destinations, meeting
places, times, etc. This session
is scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.
and will take place at the Soho
Photo Gallery.
* Monday, May 5
Monthly Competition
This is final monthly competition of the Club year. What will
happen tonight? Who will be
the winners in the print and
PDI competition? Come on
down to find out. Full rules are
available from the Competition
or the Membership Committees at any meeting and on our
website. Remember, print en-
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tries must be submitted by 6:45
p.m. so that we may get under
way with the competition
promptly at 7 p.m. PDI entries
must be submitted by midnight one week prior to today—April 28th. Just a reminder, you may enter up to
four images in tonight’s competition—two prints and two
PDIs. Tonight’s judge is Nina
Prantis, a photographer and
teacher. Nina has been published in Manhattan Catalog,
Modern Photography, and Popular Photography, among others.
She is also on the faculty of the
New Jersey Institute of Technology, teaching architectural
photography and other artsrelated courses.
Tuesday, May 6
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
Tonight’s digital presentation
is Special Surprise Land of the
Universe by Joanne Valdes,
education specialist. See the
listing under April 15th for
more info.
Tuesday, May 6
Photo Event—
Soho Photo Opening
Soho Photo Gallery in May features the work of five of their
members plus a juried exhibition of selected images from
the B & H/Soho Photo grand
experiment in portfolio development. (PWCCers Ann Broder and Bob Wine are represented in this exhibit.) The re-
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ception will be held tonight,
from 6 to 8 p.m. The show
will run through May 31st.
The gallery is open Wednesdays through Sundays from
1 to 6 p.m., by appointment,
and, of course, at all our
meetings. For more info go to
<www.sohophoto.com>

at 6:30 p.m. and will take place
at the track in Riverside Park.
* Saturday, May 10!
Field Trip—Red Hook

Red Hook has been part of the
Town of Brooklyn since it was
organized in the 1600s. It is
named for the red clay soil and
the point of land projecting
Wednesday, May 7
into the Upper New York Bay.
Photo Event—
This area was the home to Fort
from TransCuba
Audubon Photo Club
Defiance from the Revolution© Mariette Pathy Allen
ary War period, the notorious
The NYC Audubon Photo Club
meets tonight. These meetings periences. The program for to- gangster Al Capone, and New
York Knicks star Carmelo Anare for all photographers. The night’s meeting is a presentathony, not to mention half the
cost is $8 per meeting. Please
tion by Mariette Pathy Allen
pre-register for the meeting at on her book, TransCuba. Go to rapper musician universe and
<www.gifttool.com/registrar/ <www.pwponline.org> for the Ikea. Join us to explore this
multi-everything neighborShowEventDetails?ID=1123&E latest information. Meetings
hood. We’ll meet around noon
ID=10442> The program beare held at the Metropolitan
gins at 6:30 p.m. and is held at Opera Guild, in the Samuel B. at Pier 11 (Wall Street at the
East River—the closest subway
the National Audubon Office,
& David Rose Building, 70 Linis the Wall Street Station on the
at 225 Varick Street—a block
coln Center Plaza (65th Street
#2 and 3 trains) to take the free
and a half north of Houston
between Broadway and AmIkea ferry (shopping is opStreet. The nearest subway
sterdam Avenue). The doors
stop is the Houston Street sta- open at 6 p.m. and the meeting tional at either Ikea of Fairway). Register for this trip with
tion on the #1 train.
begins at 6:30 p.m. There is a
the trip leader, Ed Lee at 212$10 fee for non-members of the
255-9678 or via e-mail to
organization.
<ezlphotography@aol.com> or
sign-up at any Club meeting.

Fish Eagle in Flight
©2013 Chuck Pine
Wednesday, May 7!
Photo Event—
PWP Monthly Meeting
Professional Women Photographers is a group of women
photographers who network
and share their images and ex-
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* Thursday, May 8
Expanding Visions 20

* Monday, May 12
Guest Speaker—Allen Furbeck

Tonight’s guest photographer
is Allen Furbeck. Allen is a
Tonight is the first field trip/
painter and photographer livassignment of the all new Exing in New York City. One of
panding Visions 20 class. Tothe subjects of his work is the
night’s assignment is The
landscape in and around the
Shadow Knows and explores the Brandywine Creek in Northern
use of shadows in photoDelaware. The photographs
graphs. This session will begin are all made from multiple

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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© Allen Furbeck
exposures, stitched together in
Photoshop and other image
processing applications. The
final shapes of the images are
dependent on the stitching
process and the way the original images were shot. Allen is
currently on the faculty at the
School of Visual Arts in New
York City, and teaches a course
in panoramic and high dynamic range photography. The
curtain raiser for tonight is
long-time PWCC member, past
president, and the Club’s
president emeritus, Chuck
Pine, who will be showing images from his safari to southern Africa this past summer.

* Wednesday, May 14
Print Workshop
All Club members are invited
to bring a dozen or so prints
for this Club event. Bring them
for an honest, but gentle, critique of your work. This workshop has limited space so sign
up in advance with Ruth Formanek at 212-799-3984 or
<ruth23form@rcn.com> to get
the time and meeting place.
The workshop leader is photographer and ICP printing instructor, Nancy Sirkis.
* Thursday, May 15
Expanding Visions 20
Tonight is the second field
trip/assignment of the Expanding Visions 20 class.
Tonight’s assignment is Silhouettes on the Shades and
explores the creative use of
silhouettes in photographs.
This session will begin at
6:30 p.m. and will take place
at Gantry Plaza State Park
in Hunters Point, Queens.

Tuesday, May 13
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
Tonight’s slide presentation is
New York’s 2nd World’s Fair by
Allan Roberts, administrator at Sat. & Sun., May 17 & 18
Sumitomo Corp. of America,
Photo Op—Food Festival
rail fan and historian. See the
listing under April 15th for ad- The Ninth Avenue International Food Festival blends
ditional information.
international cuisine, art, and
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soul in one of the country’s
most unique neighborhoods.
The Festival is New York’s oldest and largest continuous food
event, drawing over 200,000
visitors over the course of the
weekend. From open to close,
visitors can browse the offerings of 15 City Blocks of gourmet food and beverages. Asian
to Cajun, and everything
edible, along with fine art and
crafts and an entire city block
of family friendly children’s
games and entertainment. The
action runs from 42nd to 57th
Streets, from mid-morning into
the early evening.

* Monday, May 19
Business Meeting
This is the final business meeting of the year. There are sure
to be plenty of fireworks! We’ll
be electing next year’s officers,
approving the budget for next
year, and finalizing plans for
the Otto Litzel Year-End Dinner and the Chuck Pine Labor
Day Picnic. What more could
you ask for? As usual, we’ll
end the evening with refreshments and socializing.
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Tuesday, May 20
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
Tonight’s digital presentation
is Unusual Trees and Architectural Formations by Wendy
Davis, fine artist specializing in
urban and natural environments. See the listing under
April 15th for additional information.
Weds.—Tues., May 21—27
Photo Op—Fleet Week
Hosted nearly every year since
1984, Fleet Week New York is
the City’s celebration of the sea
services. This annual event also
provides an opportunity for
the citizens of
the Big Apple
and the surrounding
area to meet
Sailors, Marines, and
Coast
Guardsmen,
as well as
witness first
hand the latest capabilities of today’s Navy, Marine
Corps, and Coast Guard. Fleet
Week includes dozens of military demonstrations and displays throughout the week, as
well as public visitation of
many of the participating
ships. Plus, there are all those
uniforms flooding the City
streets. What an opportunity!
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* Thursday, May 22
Expanding Visions 20
Tonight is the first review
session/critique of the all new
Expanding Visions 20 class.
Please follow the instructions
in preparing your digital images for projection. There will
be two sessions,the first scheduled for 4:30 p.m. and the second to begin at 7 p.m. They
will take place at the home of
our instructor, Chuck Pine.
[See directions on page 33.]

Monday, May 26
Photo Op—Memorial Parades

Memorial Day isn’t just an excuse for springtime sales and a
three-day weekend—it is, first
and foremost, a time to honor
those citizens who’ve served
the United States in times of
* Fri.—Mon., May 23—26!
war. The City honors its fallen
Field Trip—Bushkill Falls
heroes with parades all over
the five boroughs. The Little
It’s been five years since we
last went to Bushkill Falls and Neck–Douglaston parade in
the Poconos—and that was in Queens is reputedly the largthe autumn for the colors and est. You can also follow Brookthe cold weather. This time, it’s lyn’s Memorial Day Parade
(147 years old!), which begins
the spring, when the falls
at 87th Street and Third Aveshould be at their fullest following the thaw, and the tem- nue. In Manhattan, head uptown for a smaller parade in
peratures will surely be
warmer. See page 10 of this is- Inwood, which begins at
Dyckman Street and Broadsue of Photo Notes for all the
details. Please note, we have a way. Check the NYC calendar
<www.nyc.gov/events> for a
limited number of rooms, so
full list of happenings.
get your deposits in early—
mail them to Chuck Pine, 680
West End Avenue, #5D, NYC, * Monday, May 26!
No Meeting Tonight
NY 10025.
In honor of Memorial Day,
and the fact that many of our
members will be away on the
field trip to Bushkill Falls (see
item on the left and page 10),
there is no meeting tonight.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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* Monday, May 26!
Competition Entry Deadline

ton Square Park to West 3rd
Street. The southern end of the
show encompasses Schwartz
Please note that PDI entries for The New York City Sierra
the Year-End competition are
Club’s Photography Commit- Plaza, (aka Bobkin Lane), between NYU's Shimkin Hall
due by midnight tonight for
tee is holding its meeting this
and Bobst Library. Check
next week’s event.
evening. The program for to<www.wsoae.org> for more
night is a member’s night in
Tuesday, May 27
which each member can share detailed information and addiPhoto Event—
up to eight images. See the list- tional dates for the exhibit.
Tuesday Evening Hour
ing for April 30th for details
Directions to Soho Photo
and directions.
Tonight, in addition to the
at 15 White Street, between
usual presentation, the TEH’s
Avenue of the Americas/Sixth
annual end-of-year Fund Rais- * Thursday, May 29
Avenue and West Broadway. Take
Expanding Visions 20
ing Dinner Party will be held.
the #1 train to the Franklin Street
Reservations are required and Tonight is the third field trip/
station (one stop below Canal
may be made by calling (212)
assignment of Expanding ViStreet). Walk one block north on
964-3936 no later than May
sions 20. Tonight’s assignment West Broadway to White Street,
25th. The cost has not yet been is Solar Flares and concentrates
make a right turn, and walk half a
announced. Details on place
on creating and using flare in
block to the gallery. Take the A, C,
and time will be given to those photographs . This session will
or E train to the Canal Street stawho reserve a spot. Tonight’s
take place at the Chelsea Piers tion. Walk south on Sixth Avedigital presentation is Southern and begins at 6:30 p.m.
nue/ Church Street 3 blocks to
Africa by Chuck and Helen
White Street, make a right turn,
Pine, President Emeritus and
Sat. & Sun,, May 31 & June 1
and walk half a block to the galboard member of Park West
Photo Op—Outdoor Art
lery. Although a little bit longer
Camera Club, tour leaders, and
The Washington Square Outwalk, take any other train to Caphotographers.
door Art Exhibit is a now 84
nal Street, walk west to Church
years old. The event showcases Street, and follow the directions
fine artists and craftspeople
immediately above. Evening parkfrom around the New York
ing is limited, but available.
metropolitan area, the nation,
and the world. Attendees come Directions to the Pine’s
from all over and are a cosmo- at 680 West End Avenue at 93rd
politan mix, including art lov- Street, Apartment 5D: Take the
ers, tourists, faculty and stu#1, 2, or 3, trains to 96th Street
dents from the area’s many
(exit at the south end of the staschools, and professionals such tion) or the M7, M11, or M104
as interior designers. This is a bus to 93rd/94th Streets. From the
sidewalk show, not a street fair, train or bus, walk the few steps to
and has its venue on Univer93rd Street, make a right turn and
sity
Place,
starting
at
East
13th
Lion Cub
head west to the apartment enStreet
and
continuing
south
©2013 Chuck Pine
trance on the corner of West End
along the east side of Washing- Avenue and West 93rd Street.
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Wednesday, May 28
Photo Event—Sierra Photo
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